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Appendix A Game set up Guildlines

1. Determine if game will be a historical or fictional game.
2. Write up a front piece for the game. Include a brief background on movements to the battlezone for

both player sides, information on the both armies morale and strength status, possible
reinforcements if known and general weather report for the terrain effect.

3. Give the battle date, hour start and if dawn attack is optional.
4. Fill out a COMPLETE army roster for all commands including the reinforcements. This can be a

preset roster or a "point buying" armies. Reinforcements should be placed on separate roster if the
contents are unknown to the players.

5. Determine officer names, morale values and combat bonus.
6. Compute the 20%, 40%, 60% and MFP values for each command. Do not forget the lowly supply

trains calculalion.
7 . Draw a battlezone map complete with cross grid for movement control. Terrain features noted and

described. Avoid conflict of which grid square has the terrain feature. Note road entrance points
for reinforcements and give a compass direction for "north".

8, Write any special notes to the command player and outline special events to the player if the event
is known.

9. Complete a game turn record with weather notes, visibility numbers, reinforcement record, special
event turns noted etc. Only the game master should control the turn record sheet or assign a player

to keep the secrets.
10. When the players pull the units (figures) for the commands make sure they-make roster notes if the

units (figures) used are different then the required named unit on the roster. This will avoid
confusion later in the game.

12. Determine which side moves first and start the game. Keep the play moving along....use a clock
timer if needed.
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